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Army Guard Major Appointed Judge

By MAJ Keith Kappes
KYSTARC PACO

When Gov. Wallace Wilkinson recently picked Army Guard Maj. Gary D. Payne of Lexington to become Kentucky's first black judge outside of Jefferson County, he found a person ready for the challenge.

Payne, chief legal officer for the 138th FA Brigade, already had the distinction of being the state's first black field grade officer. In fact, the Paducah native says he learned the self-discipline and confidence in the military that would help him prepare to be a district judge on the first and busiest rung of Kentucky's judicial ladder.

The 41-year-old officer, who now is among three judges in the Kentucky Army Guard, also is a part-time professor in the College of Business and Economics at the University of Kentucky.

But hard work was no stranger in the Payne household in Paducah where William and Sara Payne lived and reared five future college graduates on a small farm with the wages of a railroad laborer.

"All of us were encouraged to work hard if we wanted to be successful and pay with and I am trying to instill those values in our three children," says Judge Payne, a 1978 UK law school graduate. He earned his undergraduate degree from Peppinard University while serving a hitch in the Marine Corps.

Married to the former Diane Pullen of BrookPOrt, Illinois, as a part-time and then full-time assistant county attorney and part-time staff counsel for the secretary of state and later

21st AF Commander Visits KyANG

By TSgt Jenny Montgomery
123rd TAW Public Affairs

The commander of the Military Airlift Command's Twenty-First Air Force, Major General Donald A. Logeais visited the Kentucky Air National Guard January 25th.

General Logeais received a briefing from BG John L. Smith, 123d Tactical Airlift Wing commander, and the wing's deputy commanders, on the status of the unit's conversion to the airlift mission. The KyANG is now under the control of MAC and the Twenty-First Air Force.

"From being supported, now you have to think in terms of supporting other people and that's a monumental change," said General Logeais. Once the conversion is completed and the unit is combat ready it will fit into the typical MAC mission. "In tactical airlift, which is what 100% of my R&D is now more of a theatre kind of mission, supporting generally the maneuver of the army on the battlefield," he said.

As commander of the Twenty-First Air Force, headquartered at McGuire AFB, New Jersey, General Logeais' area of responsibility extends eastward through Canada, Greenland, Iceland, NATO Europe, Africa and the Middle East to the eastern boundaries of Iran and the Arabian peninsula and southward to the Caribbean and South America. This includes more than 34,000 MAC people and 230 airlift aircraft operating from more than 50 locations.

"The facts are when there is something going on in the world, a MAC airplane, generally speaking, will be there to do something, very much unlike a fighter outfit or a B-52 outfit," said General Logeais. "Now this being a Reserve outfit you won't be doing as much of this, but on the other hand, from time to time you will get into the system and can be put into action."

An example of this given by General Logeais was the earthquake in Soviet Armenia. The Jackson unit, who were already in the area, "were directed to go in on one of the first missions in there."

When there is trouble like last year in Honduras, "very quickly we put together an airlift and an airlift that put 3,200 people in the air down there very quickly, almost overnight. There were Reserve outfits that flew in on that."

"In MAC I like to say that 40 percent of my force is deployed all the time, we're often employed in the field some place," said the general. For the aircrrews and others in the 123rd TAW, this means there may be opportunities to get into "many different countries and get to visit a lot of places you wouldn't get to see otherwise," added General Logeais. "The same kind of discipline and training that carried you to so well before certainly the key to doing it in this new airplane and new mission."
Guard Called Out After
Storm Hits Franklin

Story and Photos by LT Phil Miller, 133d PAD

Kentucky Army Guard MPs were directing traffic and protecting property within hours after a severe storm whipped through Franklin on Saturday, January 7, destroying or damaging 50 homes and businesses, and causing an estimated $2 million in damage.

For four days, twenty-one MPs drawn from units of the Louisville-based 198th MP Battalion were assigned to traffic control in the downtown area and security details in several of the south central Kentucky city's hard-hit subdivisions.

Additional security was provided at a medical complex housing doctors' offices and a pharmacy where high winds demolished the building's second floor and knocked down outer walls.

Afghan Freedom Fighter Visits KyARNG Units

By SGT Rick Baker
133d PAD

Maula Safi took his first helicopter ride recently, when he flew from Fort Knox to Bowling Green to speak to members of the 2d Battalion, 123d Armor. But Maula, as he is more commonly known, is no stranger to helicopters.

Maula is a “freedom fighter” from Afghanistan who, for the last three-and-a-half years, has been part of the resistance movement to the Soviet occupation of his country. During that time, he has become used to the sound of Soviet helicopters and planes as they attacked rebel positions.

Recently, the Afghan fighter has been visiting several Kentucky National Guard units and, with the help of interpreters, has been answering questions about the Afghan war and Soviet activities there. He has explained what weapons are used by both sides and how the rebels are able to remain an effective force in spite of superior Soviet weaponry.

The battle to regain his country has been costly to Maula's family. When they first invaded the country, the Soviets destroyed the family's farm and stole their crops. Maula and several other members of his family joined the rebel movement. In one attack, a Russian mortar attack killed his father, grandfather and four uncles. This makes the young Afghan the oldest surviving male in his family and the head of the household.

Maula has been wounded three times himself — once in the leg and twice on the wrist. A former machine gunner, Maula lost partial use of his wrist in a mortar attack. Since he still had movement in his thumb, he was retrained in Pakistan to use a grenade launcher, which can be used with one hand.

During later action against Soviet tanks, Maula suffered another injury to the same wrist, leaving his left hand useless. After a 10-day trip to Pakistan, he was told by Pakistani doctors it would have to be amputated. But an American doctor who was there felt the hand could be saved and arranged through a support organization to have Maula flown to Kentucky to see if he could be helped here.

Some movement of the fingers and thumb have been restored in Maula's hand by reconnecting the severed tendons and nerves. He hopes that in late spring he will be able to return to Pakistan and stay with his mother, and his wife and four-year-old son before returning to the fighting. Under Islamic law, Maula inherited his uncles’ wives when the men were killed.

After a 17-month mourning period, the women must decide if they will become wives to head of the family or return to live with their parents. The three older women decided to live with their parents, but the 19-year-old wife of his youngest uncle and her son remained with Maula.

The Afghan rebel says he has enjoyed his stay in the U.S. and is especially appreciative to the organization that arranged for him to receive the medical treatment in Kentucky — Healing the Children.

For Maula Safi — battle-scarred war veteran, husband, father and head of his family — is 15 years old.
Stand Up! Hook Up! Shuffle to the Door!

Air Guard Combat Control Team--A

By LT Phil M
133d PAD

On Thursday, January 26, seven members of the 133d PAD Combat Control Team in the nation to graduate into the history books when they strapped on paratrooper gear to become the first Air Guard Combat Control Team in the nation to graduate from the Army Free Fall Parachute School.

One week later the team scored yet another first, Drop Zone with Brigadier General Michael W. Davidson, Kentucky's Adjutant General.

"It was sure muddy and windy," said CCT member LT Miller of the jump. "We hit the ground with about a 15 mph wind as soon as we could collapse our chutes. I don't know if it's the thrill and 50 percent terror, but once you're airborne, you're airborne."

"Having General Davidson as our jumpmaster shows the type of command support we're getting," said General John Smith (123d Tactical Airlift Wing Commander) "as we train at Ft. Benning, and then General Davidson jumps with us...we're getting a lot of high level support, as off well."

The next challenge for the KyANG CCT team is to Airborne Base, North Carolina - a combination of unit tactics and demolition training - then it's back to Ft. Benning for advanced training at the Army Free Fall Parachute School.

---

Star Jumpmaster

In-Flight Advice

Pre-Jump Training
Army Jump School Grads
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"All Aboard!"
Kentucky Guard “Navy” Gets New “Fleet”

By MAJ Keith Kappes
KSYSTAR C PAD

If you didn't know that the Kentucky Army National Guard has its own “navy,” then you also may be interested to learn that we have become only the second Guard state to get a new “fleet” of 12 fast and powerful “combat support boats.”

The new watercraft, with a total value of nearly $2 million, recently were delivered to Morehead’s Company E, 206th Engineer Battalion, 35th Infantry Division. Following operational tests on nearby Cave Run Lake, the new hydrojet-propelled, aluminum-hulled boats became part of the inventory of the Kentucky Guard’s only “ribbon bridge” engineer company.

“The new boat undoubtedly is the best thing to happen to our training program since the unit was formed two years ago,” said 1SGT Dan Stewart of Morehead. “Now that our bridge platoons have enough mission-capable boats, we can establish and maintain the integrity of our bridge sections and train under more realistic conditions.”

CPT George Green, the unit commander, described the delivery of the new boats, formerly identified as “bridge erection boats,” as “an exciting weekend and a great morale builder for our young soldiers who trained on this modern equipment at the engineer school.”

Powered by two diesel engines with a total of 444 horsepower, the “combat support boat” is 27 feet long and carries a crew of three. Designed especially for “ribbon bridge” units, the craft is capable of maneuvering floating bridge components and rafts and can carry 15 fully-equipped combat troops. It also can be used to support diving operations, assist in maritime construction projects, carry cargo and to patrol inland waters.

Fully transportable, the boat can maneuver in any direction and has a top speed of about 35 knots. It is the newest watercraft in the Army inventory and, according to 1SGT Stewart, “handles beautifully in the water.”

The boat’s cab and mast are removable for transportation purposes and its new “cradle” easily adapted to the unit’s existing “bridge transporters” (trucks).

“This boat will make a dramatic improvement in our readiness and training program,” Stewart added. “We expect to cross-train most of our bridge specialists as operators and I anticipate that our training exercises at Cave Run Lake will draw a lot more attention and that certainly could help our recruiting.”

“Getting state-of-the-art equipment like this can only make a good unit better.”

201st Engineers Get Military Tour of Frankfort

By SGT Robert W. Pillow
133d PAD

SPC James Tolle wasn’t up for the January drill with his unit, Company D, 201st Engineers, of Carlisle.

But when he got to drill on the morning of January 21, things began to pick up.

In fact, Tolle and 13 other unit members were picked up by a Blackhawk helicopter and flown to Boone National Guard Center in Frankfort to visit with Headquarters, State Area Command.

Tolle, his friends and 14 members of the 201st’s Company C in Cynthiana were invited to see STARC and other facilities on the center.

They were briefed on the Guard’s mission, assets and impact on the local economy. They also got a chance to see the Kentucky Military Museum, the Kentucky Vietnam Veterans Memorial and rappel from a tower, which some of the 201st engineers constructed last year.

“It’s good for a change,” Tolle said of the visit after rappelling from the tower. “It makes me feel a little more proud of the Guard. I didn’t realize how big the Guard is and how involved it is.”

The engineers owe the pleasure of this visit to a program started by state Adjutant General Michael Davidson to acquaint E-4s through E-6s in the Guard with the operations of Headquarters, STARC and the sights of Kentucky’s capital city.

Members of every unit in the state will have a chance for this tour. The engineers were chosen to be the first visitors because their units have helped construct many of the facilities on the center, according to COL Larry Barker, the Guard’s chief of staff.

One of the reasons for the program is to show the troops that they are appreciated, Barker told the visitors during their briefing about the Guard.

“The visit accomplished that goal for January’s guests.”

“This is great,” SGT Emery Fryman of Cynthiana. “I could handle a weekend like this every weekend.”

SPC Mark Gross said he really enjoyed the visit to the museum. “I learned a whole lot about battles and weapons, especially about rifles.”

For PFC Wayne Ward of Cynthiana, the rappelling made his day. His trip down the tower were the first since he finished basic training two years ago.

“I feel a lot better about the Guard,” he said. “Getting out and doing something like this is having fun.”
KyANG Engineers Spend First Mission in Honduras

By SSGT Jeff Sansbury
123d TAW Public Affairs

FIRST MISSION -- SSGT James P. Bobbit, a site developer, 123d CES, determines elevation at Soto Cano Air Base, Honduras, with a transit. Bobbit was one of seventy-five members of the 123d Civil Engineering Squadron to deploy to Honduras as part of the KyANG's first mission as a tactical airlift wing. (Photo by SSGT Jeff Sansbury, 123d TAW)

MAJ Howard Hunt, right, discusses an airlift request with Deputy Chief of Staff Maj Allen Youngman. (Photo by Mike Lynch)

By Mike Lynch
Dept. of Military Affairs

"Airlift is more time- and cost-effective for the movement of equipment and people," Hunt says. "It's better war-time training to go by air in a mobilization environment, too."

Hunt, a Danville native, has become what is sometimes called a "purple suiter," that is, an Air Guard member working to support Army Guard training. After serving active duty as a personnel officer at Richards-Gebaur Air Force Base in Kansas, he joined the Kentucky Air Guard in April, 1975. His previous assignments with the old 123d Tactical Reconnaissance Wing included wing executive officer and OIC of aircraft maintenance control with the 123d Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron.

"We are new at this," he says, "so we've learned to adapt." explained MAJ Thomas J. Marka, Jr., commander of the 123d CES. "The austere conditions play a big factor in this environment, but our men and women seem to like the challenge."

Personnel were housed in 16-man "hootches," simple, but efficient plywood barracks that offered shade and protection from the volatile, tropical climate. "It's not so bad. I think everyone has coped well so far," said SSGT Mary Day, the unit's orderly room clerk. "Until we arrive here, all we could do was rely on television and newspapers to understand the conditions."

The Honduran assignment marks the first time that a Kentucky Air Guard unit has trained in Central America. The 123d CES operates under the Air Force mission known as PRIMES BEEF -- Base Emergency Engineering Force -- a highly skilled team of carpenters, electricians, heavy equipment operators, firefighters and other skilled craftsmen.

The one-day visit allowed UH-1 helicopter tours of army field camps in rural Honduras, and concluded with intelligence briefings by U.S. military personnel.

Aside from the language barrier and the need for a Spanish interpreter, the first real-world mission under the Air Guard's role went smoothly. For members of the 123d CES, memories of their 1989 trip to Honduras will be long lasting.

MAJ Hunt Dons "Purple Suit" to Coordinate Airlift

"The adjutant general's goal," he says, "is to reduce as much as possible those ground AT deployments that are time-consuming, absent of training value and costly."

Yet he's not concentrating on using only the C-130's of the newly-converted 123d Tactical Airlift Wing in Louisville.

"My goal is to support the Kentucky Guard with airlift secured from the total USAF airlift community and to look to the 123d TAW as another member of that community," he adds, "and not to overburden them with parochial (state) requests."

Hunt travels to Jackson, Mississippi, this month for a semi-annual conference where he will file 11 Army Guard requests for airlift support this training year. The largest of them involves about 500 troops.
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Personnel were housed in 16-man "hootches," simple, but efficient plywood barracks that offered shade and protection from the volatile, tropical climate. "It's not so bad. I think everyone has coped well so far," said SSGT Mary Day, the unit's orderly room clerk. "Until we arrive here, all we could do was rely on television and newspapers to understand the conditions."
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The Kentucky Air National Guard put aside its 31-year photo reconnaissance mission and assumed a military airlift role January 8.

As the 123rd Tactical Airlift Wing began making the historic transition, 57 members were packing for the unit’s first real-world mission to Soto Cano Air Base in Honduras. The 123rd Civil Engineering Squadron spent two weeks in Honduras, arriving home January 22.

The final eight RF-4C Phantom II aircraft assigned to the unit made their final departure from Standiford Field January 10. The RF-4Cs were placed on the Department of Defense excess material list last year. The Spanish government purchased the aircraft for $20.3 million. Aircramps from the tactical airlift unit, included the airlift of the 123rd Civil Engineering Squadron to Honduras on the newly assigned C-130B Hercules cargo carrier.

The engineers installed shower and toilet facilities and performed other maintenance projects at Soto Cano.

Last of KyANG’s Phantoms Leave

BRIEFLY NOTED

SSG Jones Named “Top 50” Recruiter

SSG Ray G. Jones of Radcliff has been recognized as one of the nation’s top 50 National Guard recruiters.

Lieutenant General Herbert Temple, chief of the National Guard Bureau in Washington, gave Jones and the other 49 top recruiters across the nation the “Chief’s 50” award in December.

Jones, a Vietnam veteran, recruits at Fort Knox and Brandenburg for the 3/123 Armor, the recently created tank battalion equipped with the new M-1 Abrams tank.

Jones credits his success as a recruiter to increased public awareness of the Guard.

“People are finding out what the Army National Guard has to offer in salary, education, training and adventure,” he said.

Jones and his wife, Delle, have two daughters — Christina, 11 and Jenny, 9.

123rd TRW Gets Seventh Outstanding Unit Award

Once again the 123rd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing has been recognized for its exceptional mission performance, with the announcement of its seventh Air Force Outstanding Unit Award.

“This honor, which is bestowed upon only 30 percent of the eligible Air National Guard units each year, attests to the fact that the 123rd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing is one of the best,” stated BG Philip G. Killey, Director, Air National Guard in a letter to the Adjutant General of Kentucky.

The KyANG is the only Air National Guard unit to hold the distinction of seven AFOUAs. The last six of these AFOUAs were received consecutively, covering approximately two-year intervals for 12 years from November 1, 1976, to March 31, 1988. The unit received its first AFOUA for its work during the Pueblo Crisis for the period January 26, 1968, through August 8, 1969.

“The enthusiastic concern for mission accomplishment, and the dedication displayed by these professional Guardians are really what has made the 123rd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing the outstanding unit that it is,” stated General Killey.

SSG Jones Named “Top 50” Recruiter

An RF-4C Phantom jet sits next to a C-130 Hercules cargo craft at the KyANG base in Louisville.

Guard Service Means Some Income Tax Deductions

If you’ve decided to file your tax returns early this year, don’t be so quick to file that you forget some deductions and credits stemming from Guard service.

Read your federal form to determine which expenses must be filed on Form 206 (Employee Business Expenses) and which must go on Schedule A (Itemized Deductions). The Kentucky income tax packet has corresponding forms, and all federally-deductible items can be deducted on your state tax filing as well.

Don’t forget the extra tax credit on state taxes. You simply add “NG” as one of your credits on top of the form.

The following expenses are among those which are deductible on Form 206.

The cost of transportation directly between your civilian job and drill or vice versa is deductible, if you aren’t required to stay overnight.

Any travel to or from a drill location which is outside the area of the Guard member’s primary employment is deductible if the member doesn’t stay overnight.

Auto expenses are deductible at 24 cents a mile up to 12,000 miles, and 11 cents a mile above that limit.

If you must stay overnight for training, you may deduct meal, lodging and round-trip transportation in excess of any allowances or reimbursements.

If you use Schedule A (Itemized Deductions), keep the following expenses in mind.

If your uniform does more than replace items required in civilian life, all your costs connected to it are considered deductible.

Any other unreimbursed expenses for required Guard equipment or duties are also deductible.